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This is the only book in the After Effects market to focus exclusively on the creation of visual effects,

and is a one-stop resource for anyone who wants in-depth explanations that demystify the realm of

visual effects and how they were created, thanks to veteran author Mark Christiansen&#39;s

friendly and accessible style. A thoroughly packed, informative read, this masterful guide focuses on

explaining the essential concepts, features, and techniques that are key to creating seamless

movie-quality visual effects. Readers will learn how to put After Effects to work to create the shots

they need. Users who are comfortable with After Effects will find a helpful review of After Effects

fundamentals--managing footage, viewing and editing layers, animating type, and more--so they can

learn how to work smarter and more efficiently. Readers of all levels will learn core techniques for

effects compositing: color matching, keying, rotoscoping, motion tracking, and emulating the

camera. The final section of the book delves into creative explorations, demonstrating actual effects

that readers might want to re-create. Readers will also find comprehensive coverage of all

that&#39;s new in this upgrade. Throughout the book, beautiful full-color examples demonstrate

what&#39;s possible, while the companion DVD offers plenty of sample footage and dozens of

demos of the most useful After Effects plug-ins. .
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After Effects CS3 Professional Studio Techniques came in the post today from .com. I've already

read it. It's incredible and is blowing my mind. It's for a somewhat more advanced level of After



Effects user, but someone who is just getting started should be able to understand it easily. The first

couple of chapters explain the interface in great detail. If you're moving from something like Apple

Shake, or another compositing program over to AE, this book will certainly help.The gentleman who

wrote it was a compositor on "Pirates of the Carribean" and "The Day After Tomorrow" (God, I love

that film) and works for The Orphanage (the same company that developed the Magic Bullet plug-in

sold by RedGiant Software [I recommended that plug-in highly]). It has a wealth of info on just about

every required standard plug-in in the After Effects interface, and a few that aren't standard. If

you've ever wanted to know everything "Levels" does or how to read it's Histogram properly, or if

you wanted to know how to draw color curves accurately and properly (something that I've never

had the hang of before and I'm sure many of you realize can go devastatingly array), then this is

your book!Probably one of the neatest things is that it explains (in detail) the nature of the transfer

modes and exactly what they do, something I'd never really seen done before.The most important

thing in the book is that it explains the 32 Bit HDR and Color Management for CS3. In fact, chapter

11 is completely dedicated to it. It also has a detailed chapter on just motion tracking techniques

that is mind numbing! Some of the biggest topics it covers are Color Correction, Color Keying, and

(the infamous) Rotoscoping/Paint.
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